
Through HCI and our expertise, we’re enabling agencies to:

Consolidate mixed 
workloads onto 
one solution 

Accelerate their 
move to the cloud

Comply with 
federal regulations

Lower their 
overall IT footprint 

Consider HCI as the bedrock of your data center
By combining compute, software-defined storage, virtualization, and management into one appliance, HCI can 

help you address the challenges that come with traditional approaches to IT infrastructure.

Improve 
performance

Meet the demands 
of any app 

through granular 
QoS settings 
and controls

Scale on 
your terms

Scale compute 
and storage 

independently 
to become efficient 

and agile

Simplify 
management

Spend less time, 
bandwidth, and IT 

resources managing 
IT infrastructure

Strengthen 
security

Worry about 
protecting one set of 

appliances from 
a single vendor

Become 
cloud-ready

Easily migrate, 
control, and protect 

your data across 
any cloud 
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Traditional data center infrastructure: 
The “mammoth” of today

Like the mammoth, traditional data center 
architectures are big, slow, vulnerable, and 
difficult to manage. They are often the reason 
why agencies can’t become as agile, secure, 
and efficient as they need to be from an IT 
standpoint.

Expensive and complex

Individually-configured compute, 
network, and storage components 
can be costly and difficult 
to manage

Difficult to scale 

Scaling heavier workloads is 
slow, costly, and inefficient due 
to siloed groups of 
infrastructure resources

Federal mandates
Traditional architectures make 
it challenging to meet 
modernization, security, and 
cloud-first mandates

Many agencies are discovering that HCI provides a better 
approach to IT infrastructure

In fact, 20% of critical apps deployed on three-tier infrastructure will transition to HCI by 20201

Don’t let your IT infrastructure 
keep you in the stone age

Traditional data center architectures can’t keep up with the increasing demands 
of today’s data-driven world. Together with NetApp, we’re helping federal 

agencies bring their applications into the modern era through 
hyper-converged infrastructure (HCI).

There has to be a better approach
Many organizations are discovering that HCI provides a better approach to IT infrastructure

In a recent survey, 23% of 
organizations said they use 
HCI in some capacity2

In that same survey, 22% 
said they plan on moving to 
HCI by the end of the year2

Force3 is dedicated to federal IT needs
We have what it takes to help you move faster, drive operational efficiency, and reduce costs with HCI.

Engineers with decades 
of public sector experience

Highest available 
NetApp certification

27+ years working with 
federal agencies

Proven track record 
of on-time, successful 

implementations

Ability to integrate HCI 
with other 3rd party vendors

Let us prove the value of HCI to your agency

Schedule a demo so you can see first-hand how federal agencies are benefitting from NetApp HCI.

GO.FORCE3.COM/HCI

1Gartner Magic Quadrant for Hyperconverged Infrastructure, 2018
2Spiceworks’ 2018 State of IT Report, 2018

http://go.force3.com/HCI

